Banking and Financial Services

Rapidly changing economic condition, new evolutions in the competitive landscape,
increasing regulatory oversight, rising customer expectations, shareholder
expectations on returns, top-line growth & transparency – these are some of the
imperatives that the banking industry is currently experiencing. Banks therefore, seek
to respond to these exacting expectations by re-orienting their people, process and
technology.
Towards this, we, at Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), bring you our comprehensive
Banking and Financial Services and Solutions. Our services help banks expand their
customer base, offer better services and enhanced customer experience. We also help
you reduce costs through IT architecture simplification and IT Portfolio optimization.

Overview
As the banking environment becomes more demanding, mergers and acquisitions with smaller banks or niche
players become a means to drive market share and offer comprehensive packaged products and services. Today’s
business environment is largely influenced by lower growth and margins, excessive volatility and increasing
regulations. Given these business pressures, banks need to focus on developing new products with value-added
features and organize the infrastructure-spend to accommodate modern technology.
With our expertise in financial services consulting, technology, and outsourcing, we have partnered with
numerous large Financial Institutions to offer effective solutions. Understanding the banking and financial services
industry’s competitiveness and complexities, we leverage our presence in the industry to bring you appropriate
solutions that cater to your needs. Our robust solutions are designed to address challenges of developing new
business models and defining new business architecture. In addition, we optimize your IT, rationalize technology,
modify systems, and automate processes.

What TCS Offers
TCS offers a spectrum of services in the Banking and Financial Services Domain:

Global Consulting Practice

IT solutions & services

BIT Strategy & Simplification
n

Applications Development
n

M&A Program Management
n

n
Maintenance

Business Analytics & Social Media
n

n
Migration

Business Process & Change Management
n

Re-engineering
n

Information Management
n

Applications Outsourcing
n

& Data Warehousing

Testing
n

IT Process & Service Management & Agility
n
Governance, Risk & Compliance
n

Asset-based offerings

BPO

n
Products

Process Re-engineering
n

n
Products-based Services

Global Consolidation
n

n
Partner Solutions

Transaction Processing
n
Operations Management
n

IT Infrastructure services

Analytics and KPO
n

n
Infrastructure Outsourcing
n
Facilities Management
n
Datacenter Management

Industry segments we serve
Capital Markets

Market Infrastructure

n
Investment Banks/Brokerage

n
Federal Agencies/Regulators

Retail/Commercial/Corporate/
Private

n
Stock Exchanges

n
Top Tier Banks

n
Depositories and Clearing

n
Large Regional Banks

Houses
n
Asset Management Corporations
n
Mutual Funds
n
Custodians

Houses

n
Smaller Banks and Co-operatives

n
Central Banks

n
Mortgages and Specialty

n
Clearing Houses

n
Lenders Companies
n
Diversified Finance Companies
n
Cards & Payment Companies

Global Consulting Practice
TCS’ Global Consulting Practice (GCP) is a key component in how TCS delivers additional value to clients. Using our
collective thought leadership, technology expertise, and consulting know-how, we partner with enterprises
worldwide to deliver integrated end-to-end IT enabled business transformation services.
Our BFS practice offers business and IT consulting services for the financial services industry in the areas of Capital
Markets, Banking, Credit Cards and Wealth Management. The global team is spearheaded by industry specialists,
who have a deep domain expertise and a strong track record of architecting and implementing integrated business
and technology solutions that provide a competitive advantage for our financial services clients.
Our BFS consulting competencies cover the entire gamut of the financial services industry, namely; Consumer and
Retail Commercial Banking, Investment Banking, Asset Management, Wealth Management and Private Banking,
Mortgage, Lending and Credit Services, Card and Payment Services, Custodial Clearing and Settlement, Trust,
Exchanges and Markets and Governance Risk and Compliance. Specialty vertical solutions have been developed for
Innovation Management, Business Analytics, Social Media, Digital Strategy and Financial Regulation. Collaborative
Centers of Excellence for BFS exist in New York, London, Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, and Pune bringing new
insights and solutions to market.

Assurance Services
TCS’ Assurance Services Unit (ASU), an independent testing arm of TCS offers a wide spectrum of services in both the
"Think" and "Execute” phases of testing. The “Think” phase entails Test consulting services (e.g. test strategy, test
process, tooling strategy, data and environment strategy etc) and “Execute” phases offers the implementation and
solutions aspect of testing services across the industry verticals.
ASU has evolved to cater to the rapidly changing business landscape (mergers and acquisitions, increased channel
coverage strategy due to improved consumer touch points e.g. Kiosk, Internet, IVR etc; shift to COTS solutions e.g.
Calypso, Asset Control, Murex, Bancs etc; need for tighter compliance e.g. Basel, SOX, Solvency etc;) and technology
landscape (SOA, Web 2.0, mobility etc;) ensuring business certainty to its customers
Our comprehensive pack of testing offerings and solutions helps you improve time-to-market for new product
releases, increase cost savings, and achieve outstanding quality through better processes, tools, and techniques.

BPO
TCS' BFS BPO manages business functions for Banking and Financial Sector clients today, having evolved into a
global, end-to-end banking processing entity with the broadest functional coverage in the sector.
We enable Banks and Financial Institutions reduce operational costs, while enhancing the ability to differentiate,
innovate and transform. Specialty offerings such as analytics address the critical need to retain and maximize the
potential of existing customers, while platform solutions enable the transition from operational to business
efficiency.
Backed by deep domain expertise and proven track record, we provide multi-country coverage for Banking
operations through best shore models for the following processes:
Retail Banking: Account Services, Investments, Payments, Retirement Planning, AML/Fraud Risk and Know Your
Customer
Mortgage/Lending: Origination, Default, Collections, Customer Service
Cards: Comprehensive cards processing across Origination, Transaction Processing, Collections/Chargeback, Fraud
Risk, Customer Service
Capital Markets: Unique capabilities in Asset Management, Wealth Management, Investment Banking and
Securities/Custody
Corporate Banking: Global Transaction Processing across Cash, Payments and Trade Finance
Horizontal Services: Analytics, Customer Interaction, Finance and Accounting, HR Processing, Supply Chain
Management

TCS BaNCS
TCS BaNCS product suite for banking, capital markets and insurance enables business transformation in financial
services. Increasing operational efficiency and helping financial institutions stay agile; our solutions deliver a
competitive edge with unmatched certainty! We aspire to be better than established benchmarks, which is why we
have embedded an Alpha (“á”), representing superior returns delivered to our customers, consciously and
prominently within our brand. The plug and play, component-based product suite consistently turns in impressive
benchmark results, with a fine-tuned, highly scalable technology architecture that supports financial institutions
with the highest capacities for transaction volumes, peak transactions per second, and transaction history size. With
such a track record, it is only natural that the TCS BaNCS product suite can help financial institutions of any size gain a
distinct, competitive edge.

Infrastructure Services
TCS’ IT Infrastructure Services for Banking and Financial Services enables enterprises to achieve consistency of
delivery standards across the globe by exceeding customer SLAs, adapting ITIL industry standards, and providing
multilingual and standardized services 24X7 across the globe.
With our Global Network Delivery Model™ (GNDM™) and Integrated Service Delivery Model (ISDM) allows you the
flexibility to meet changing business demands and leverage ADM and IS synergies to ensure an ITIL-based service
delivery.
TCS’ enables banks to create a responsive mechanism that assists with tracking, analyzing, reporting, and imbibing
regulatory changes into the operating structure and culture. As a result, the bank achieves the required upgrades in
existing infrastructure in order to comply with changes to existing regulations. They are also able to undertake large
scale business transformation initiatives, requiring significant changes to IT infrastructure in order to comply with
new regulations, such as Basel III and Dodd-Frank, which influence the existing proprietary trading, OTC trading
business model.

Why TCS
We are recognized as an industry leader in the banking technology and BPO sector. Our strength lies in our ability to
cater to institutions across markets, continents, and a large and diverse customer-base including large, medium, and
small banks, regulatory institutions, and speciality finance companies.
At TCS, we have focused coverage for complex, domain-intensive, and innovative capabilities. The technology
services that we offer have a diverse range – from legacy to the latest virtualized platforms. This is complemented by
product assets that cover the complete functional spectrum including retail banking, commercial banking, capital
markets, market infrastructure, and wealth management across different operating markets.
We bring to the engagement:
n
Full services play. We

provide you a comprehensive range of services across IT, operations, consulting, quality
assurance and testing, etc. We also have the ability to handle large volumes across multiple domain areas
including originations, collections, KYC, lending, payments, and mortgage processing.

n
Risk management

and efficiency. Our risk management solutions help you address regulatory changes
effectively. Years of experience enable us to understand your business, process, and technology. As you
restructure, merge, or acquire other businesses, our offerings focus on optimizing costs and enhancing scalability,
and our definitive solution levers help you drive efficiencies quickly and effectively. Our solutions also deliver
measurable and guaranteed cost reductions, while enabling scale, enhancing resilience, and reducing business
risk. In short, we partner with you to achieve the best – do more with less, scale with lean platforms, and balance
risk as you grow.

n
Innovation.

We focus on innovation to create distinct channels to realize business value for you. Ensuring
collaboration between our R&D environment and the delivery units, we have developed a cluster of Innovation
Labs that focus on Applied Business Solutions. These extend to an ecosystem that links alliance partners,
renowned academia, startup companies, and venture capitalists. This ecosystem, called COIN™, provides
complete and single touch-point solutions. Our innovation offerings such as Enterprise Collaboration Platforms,
Active KM Systems, RIA-based User Experience, and Predictive Analytics solutions are actively leveraged in the
Banking and Financial Services (BFS) industry.

Contact
To know how enterprises in the banking and financial services industry can improve their
efficiencies and succeed in the constantly changing business landscape, contact us at
bfs.marketing@tcs.com.
About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

